INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
GURU® FLAG AND CLIP & ANTI-TAMPERING
DO NOT use these features if you do not plan to immediately
operate the locomotive.
FLAG AND CLIP
1. Prior to filling system with cold water, you will need the GURU® Flag and Clip tool (part
number 04-052).
2. Attach magnetic base flag to outside running board of locomotive to alert all operators that the
GURU® Plug freeze protection valve is de-activated.
3. Warm cartridge to over 55°F.
4. Slide the clip into the slotted actuator found on top of the cartridge.
5. Replace loop of lanyard in groove of cartridge.
5a. Make sure lanyard is placed over paint mask and not between paint mask and cartridge tip
5b. Paint mask must be cupped toward cartridge tip.
6. Push cartridge in and turn to the right until locked. Do not remove paint mask (cover) on
cartridge.
7. Once the locomotive is running and coolant is above 55°F remove the clip to reactivate Guru®
Plug.
8. Remove magnetic base flag from outside of running board of locomotive.

ANTI-TAMPERING
1. Prior to filling the system with cold water, you will need the Anti-tampering Assembly (part
number 04-066).
2. Attach magnetic base flag to outside running board of locomotive to alert all operators that the
GURU® Plug freeze protection valve is de-activated.
3. Warm cartridge to over 55°F.
4. Firmly press the button on the top of the pin.
5. Slide the pin into the hole found on top of the Cartridge.
6. Release button and gently pull upwards. Pin should now be locked into place and the GURU®
Plug is now disabled. If you are able to pull the pin out of the cartridge, the cartridge needs to
be heated to a higher temperature.
7. Replace loop of lanyard in groove of cartridge.
7a. Make sure lanyard is placed over paint mask and not between paint mask and cartridge tip.
7b. Paint mask must be cupped toward cartridge tip.
8. Push cartridge in and turn to the right until locked. Do not remove paint mask (cover) on
cartridge.
9. Once the locomotive is running and coolant is above 55°F remove the pin to reactivate Guru®
Plug.
10. Remove magnetic base flag from outside of running board of locomotive.
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